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WELCOME

E-Sports Publications is the leading producer of printed and virtual publications for the grass roots football community. This includes county, league and club handbooks, county magazines, programmes and coaching/learning material.

Our bespoke football handbook systems allow county, league and club administrators to simply and quickly compile their handbook. The system gives you complete control, so no more to-ing and fro-ing between you and the printer with proofs, corrections, proofs etc. You amend the handbook, the system produces print ready PDF’s which you check on your PC, saving time, money and ERRORS.



Use the navigation above to have a look at some examples of our products and please contact us if you have any questions.



PRINTED HANDBOOKS

All handbooks are produced using premium materials and we provide stitched, perfect bound or wirobound binding options depending on number of pages and number of copies. The default handbook size is A5, however if you require a pocket sized A6 publication- no problem. Once approved, your handbook will be delivered within 10 working days.



VIRTUAL HANDBOOKS 

Virtual handbooks are becoming increasingly popular. The virtual can offer substantial cost savings compared to producing a printed handbook. As well as being available to view on PC’s ,Macs and tablets, your handbook can also be viewed on mobile devices such as iPhones and smart phones making the handbook accessible anywhere. Another major benefit is that the virtual handbook can be updated through the season, keeping all league and club contacts up to date and fully informed.



VIRTUAL AND HARD COPY COMBINATION

The likelihood is that you will still require some hard copies as some of your contacts may not have access to your virtual publication through the various devices listed above. It may be more cost efficient to produce a smaller number of hard copies and also produce a virtual for the majority. Please contact for print and virtual handbook combo prices.



MAGAZINES & PROGRAMMES

We are grass roots football magazine and programme specialists. Our dedicated design team have access to a library of football images and material to enhance your publication. This is backed up by one of the most efficient print houses in Europe to get it to you on time and produced to the highest standard.




PRINTED HANDBOOKS
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	You have complete control.
	Core policies from The FA and County

FA are updated for you.
	Access to FA information ad pages.
	Updates can be carried out during the

season as and when changes occur rather

than wait until the end of season.
	As your handbook will be printed along

with others handbooks of the same size

and materials, this offers cost savings compared a stand alone book.
	We use premium materials to give an outstanding look and feel.
	Your handbooks will be delivered to

you within 10 working days from

approval.





VIRTUAL HANDBOOKS
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	Usually more cost efficient than printed

hard copies.
	Can be any number of pages.
	Can be colour throughout at no extra cost.
	No distribution costs.
	The virtual handbook can be updated throughout the season.
	Rich Media can be added, such as audio, video, links to external websites and

email addresses.
	Can be viewed on PC’s, Macs, Tablets,

iPads and Smart phones.
	Sponsors and advertisers see virtual publications with immediate click

through to their website, more valuable

than an ad in a hard copy handbook.





MAGAZINES & PROGRAMMES
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	Our expertise in producing time critical publications is second to none
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HERE TO HELP

Please take a look around our website and look at some examples of our products. Contact us if you have any questions.


Copyright E-Sports Publications © 2013 - All Rights Reserved

Contact: [email protected]



